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Top-ology
VALERY KHOZE 

The main aim is to discuss the salient features of the top quark and the 
importance and prospects of the precise measurements of its 
unique properties.

Гатчина, 
21.04.2022
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1.  TOP and  SM





Top mass-an important ingredient for 
EW precision analyses.

Stability of the Universe.

ζ𝑡~1
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The vacuum need not be inert on cosmological timescales: it can occasionally undergo dramatic  
shifts as, for example, quantum tunnelling of the Universe into a vacuum configuration with lower 

energy. 
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CERN-EP Seminar TODAY on Thursday 21 April 
at 16h30 
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2. Echo from the  past 
(10 years before top discovery) 

Early- eighties (DTK)
How to illustrate  LPHD (Yuri’s talk at this seminar) Freedom from hadronization enslavement-
idea of ultra-heavy quark Q with mass heavier than W.

Free coloured parton under the complete jurisdiction of PT QCD!

Last days of a short visit to CERN -1985 (PZ)

I.Bigi, Yu.L. Dokshitzer, VAK , J. H.Kuhn and P. M. Zerwas,

Production and Decay Properties of Ultra-heavy Quarks
( PL B181 (1986), 157-163)

Asymptotically

we expected Q≡t,q≡b



10 years prior to the top quark  experimental discovery
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semi-weak decay 

(also J.Kuhn) 

Lessons from BDKKZ (Rapallo) paper 

A top quark decays long before it can be hadronized.
No dressed hadronic states containing top (t-flavoured hadrons).







 Original spin orientation is preserved, spin correlations.
The primary  quark polarization in                                      can 
manifest itself e.g. via parity violation in the FS distributions . 

The characteristics of top production and of 
accompanying hadrons could be calculable in PT QCD

( Some nice QCD results    - lost in translation  in BDKKZ-paper  )  + Series of  ADTK 
works        

Threshold scan –bread and butter of future               colliders.     

1.4 GeV   (QCD and EW corr.)

Limits on the existence of a light charged Higgs:
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As Q-mass

(1/Rydberg energy)=



Prior to the top discovery

◼

◼

◼

>41GeV  (UA1 –isolated lepton +jets) 

≤ 200 GeV (EW phenomena) 

The discovery  of                mixing     (ARGUS@DORIS 1987) 

The observation of like-sign leptons from B-meson decays-evidence for              mixing

By 1987 –general belief was that top is lighter than 60 GeV   (TRISTAN “failure”)

Within SM the mixing parameter is proportional to the fourth power of top mass.
Immediately a series of theory papers, first establishing the low limit >60GeV 

N. Uraltsev, VAK   “PHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE LARGE B0 anti-B0 MIXING,'' LENINGRAD-87-1290, Yad. Fiz. 1988 

~100-150 GeV (with some reasonable assumptions )

are not mass eigenstates 

M. Vysotsky
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Threshold  production of HEAVY top quarks 

in non-relativistic approximation. 

(V.S.Fadin, VAK, 1987)

To LO in QED via the optical theorem the total cross section for top pair production is

Near threshold in the non-relativistic approximation the leading contribution to             is given 
by the sum of ladder diagrams with exchange of any number of Coulomb uncrossed gluons

Taking the constant        in the fermion propagators in the
coordinate space  we arrived at 

is the standard 

◼
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One-photon contribution to the total 

axis
( N. Nikolaev) 

Using the well known expression for the explicit form of G (0,0) for fixed 
we arrived at explicit analytic result 

(M.Braun-1968)  

The first term-Born result, modified by the width effects.
The second-one loop correction.

inverse Bohr radius
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Threshold factor 

Analogously to QED ( A.D. Sakharov-1948-Coulombic effects in lepton pair production)
QCD Coulomb effects in the CS channel leads to a sharp rise of the total x-section

(A.Sommerfeld-1931)

At narrow width the standard threshold factor

At   

For the octet channel (important in pp collisions) due to Coulombic repulsion, decrease at  

Detailed studies of          threshold behaviour in pp collisions  V.Fadin, T.Sjostrand, VAK-1990
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FK-1987-88 papers fully accounted also for
modifications due to the QED effects 
caused by initial electrons:
Sudakov-like  decrease of maxima, radiative 
tail etc

=100 GeV

=0.173

=0.163

=140 GeV

For illustration ‘running’            at 

(dash-dotted curves:  no QCD interactions) 

(dashed  curves)
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M. Strassler and M.Peskin (PRD- 1991) 

Has led to a burst of activity: papers accounted for HO  QCD
and EW effects,  bremsstrahlung,  beamstrahlung (LC),  

beam energy spread….

:

>100
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Does top mass FS reconstruction survive QCD interconnection ?
( T.Sjostrand, VAK -1994- 1999) 

First studies in the context of W-boson mass measurements at LEP 2.
Plans/hopes to reconstruct            via hadronic W-decays   (W-CS-object !)

(SK I, SK II)-models

Strong (MC) model dependence
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(the simplest example) 

Top events close to threshold

SK Conclusion:                ~30 MeV

pp-collisions –add cross-talk with hadronic environment (top is coloured!)  

500 MeV Very strong (MC) model dependence! 

Some hadrons originate from the 
joint action of both t-quarks) 

(collectivization)

Dokshitzer, VAK, Stirling(1993)
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The State- of- the -Art.

Direct LHC+Tevatron measurements –top mass reconstruction: precision ~500 MeV.
Expectations for HL LHC- a few hundred MeV. 

Based on MC template fits. Requires further MC improvements.     

The dirty environment: a coloured particle at a hadron collider!

The “golden” top mass determination.

Threshold scan at  a             collider    : theory predictions reach NNNLO precision 
and   an   NNLL resummation.
The ‘threshold mass’ can be converted to the          scheme with intrinsic uncertainty
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General belief 

FCC-ee plans: 5 years of running at 345-365 GeV
with   L(integr)=1.5 ab^-1 –top mas statistical uncertainties on  

the level of  2 MeV.
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Remnants of toponium S-wave resonance.
Steep rise            the base for precise top mass 
determination

Production of colour singlet          state!
Far superior to the single (coloured) t- mass 
reconstruction.
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The Fate of Our Universe 
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To rule out absolute stability of the Universe (AFS-2018)  with 3σ require accuracy ~250 MeV
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arXiv:1606.03449
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RESURRECTION 0-0 transition 
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(TSK-90)
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Top-quark threshold scan

◆ Optimisation of scan points including beam 

spectrum; here optimising on mass and Yukawa 
coupling.

◆ The expected top-quark mass precision of 

25MeV can be improved by 25% without losing 
precision on width or Yukawa.
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.00522

Snowmass e+e- forum 
April 4th, 2022

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.00522

